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THE NORMAL COMPONENT OF THE INDUCED VELOCITY IN
THE VICINITY OF A LIFTING ROTOR AND SOME
EXAMPLES OF ITS APPLICATION 1
BY" "_ALTEtt CASTLES_ JR.j A.N_D JACOB I_ENI¢.I Ds LEEuw
SUMMARY
This paper prese_ds a practical method .for computing the
approximate values of the normal component of the induced
velocity at points in the.flow fidd era b_fting rotor. Tables and
graphs oJ the relative mag_dtudes _ the _ormal component< of
the induced velocity are given .for selected points in the longi=
tudinal plane o/symmetry of the rotor and on the lateral rotor
axis.
A method is also presented Jot utgizi_g the tables and graphs
to determine the interference induced velocities arising,fl'om the
second rotor of a tandem- or side-by-side-rotor helicopter and
the induced <low angle at a horizontal tail pla_e.
INTRODUCTION
This work, conducted at the Georgia Institute of Tt, ch=
nology State Engineering Experiment Station _mder the
sponsorship and with the fi_mnciaI assistance of the National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, was undertaken in an
attempt to obtain a better understanding of the induced
flow in the vicinity of a lifting rotor.
Previous investigations, such as those of references 1 and 2_
demonstrated that the solution of the integral for the normal
component of the inducetl velocity at the cmlter of the rotor
couhl be obtained in a_ elementary form provided certain
approximations were made as to the distribution of vorticity
in the wake. However, the value of the integral for the
induced-velocity component at an arbitrary point in the
rotor flow field cannot, in general, be expressed in terms of
elementary flmctions. Its numerical cvaluation for a
specific case presents consideraMe difficulty.
De Leeuw, in reference 3, investigated the feasit)ility of
calculating the induced velocity at arbitrary points in t,he
vicinity of the rotor by an alternative method which con-
sisted of (1) m|merically intt'grating the increments induced
by the votex ring wake elements within a given distance of
the point and (2) summing up tht, effect of the remainder of
the wake by an approximate integral. This approach is
quite general in that it can be applied to any wake which
can be approximated by an assembly of vortex rings. It
was foun(t that the method affm'dcd satisfactory aeem'acy
with the expenditure of a reasonable amount of effort, since
the values of the normal induced=velocity component for
the isolated rings may be precomputed and tabulate(l for
repeated use.
Tht, scope of the present paper is limitetl principally to a
consideratioI_ of the values of the normal component of the
in(raced velocity at poims in the longituduml plane of sym-
metry anti within the region likely to be occupied by the
second rotor of a tandem-rotor helicopter. In addition, the
values of the am'real compmwnt of the induced velocity were
cahmIated for points on the lateral axis of the tip-path
plane over the distance of interest for the case of a heli-
copter with laterally disposed rotors.
ht view of the present lack of experimental evidence as
to the actual wake distribution of vorti<'ity, the calculations
for the present paper were based on the same assumptions
for the wake shape as those fmm(t in references 1 and 2.
These assumptions were that the wake vortex distribution
consists of a straight elliptic cylimter formed by a uniform,
contimlmls distribution of vortex rings of infinitesimal
strength, lying in phmes parallel to the tip-path plane and
extending downstream to infinity.
SYMBOLS
a0 constant term in Fom'ier series for t>lade flal>ping
angle
a_ coefficient of cosine term of Fourier series for
bla(h' fapping angle fl where
fl=ao--al cos _--b_ sin _-- . . .
b_ eoettMent of sine component of flapping angle
Cr thrust coeff|cient, T/mr_FR*
D+ (h'ag of fuselage
d_ nondimensional shortest (list ante from a point P
to a vortex ring, _/z2+(x--1) 2 (fig. 1)
d., nondimensional largest distance from a point P
to a vortex ring, _,!z_+(x+l) 2 (fig. 1)
E(r) oomph, re elliptic integral of second kind
It(r) comph, te elliptic integral of first, kind
R radius of vortex ring; also radius of rotor
R+, radial distance of a point P from axis of a vortex
ring (fig. 1 )
r nondimensional radius vector in rotor XI_planc
T rotor thrust
V velocity of helicopter along flight path
1"_ normal component of velocity induced at a, point
P by whole wake
2_V_ increment of normal component of velocity
induced at a point P by that portion of wake
which is beyond lhc rang<, of table I
v normal component of induced velocity at center
of rotor
I Supersedes N'ACA TN 2912, "The NTormal Component of the Induced Velocity in the Vicinity of a Lifling Rotor attd Some Examples of Its Application" by Walter Castles, Jr. and
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radial comFonent of velochy induced a! a poinl
P by a vortex ring
axial component of velocity induced at a point P
by a vortex ring
gross weight of helicopter
slope of longitudinal variation of nondimen_ional
induced velocity in phme of ,'otor
vortex ring of strengt}t F and radius R may be expressed as
¢ =-1_ (4 + &)[K0-)-- Eft)] 0)
where R is tit(' ra<lius of tit(, vortex ring, dtR an<l (12R are the




rotor axes (fig, 3)
nondimensional radial distance of a:point P from
axis of a vortex ring, RI,/R (fig. 1)
nondimensional coordinates:of a point P with
respect to rotor axes (fig. 2)
y slope of lateral variation of nondimensional
induced velocity in plane of rotor
Zp distance of a point P fi'om phme of a vortex ring
z nondimensionaI distance of a point P h'om phme
of a vortex ring, positive in direction of z,_,
Zp/R (fig. 1)
a angh, of attack of l)lane of zero feathering
a, induced angle of attack
c9 fusehlge angle of attack
a_. angh, of attack of tip-path plane
fir. angle between radius vector from center of rotor
to a point P lying in ,YZ-t)hme and positive
N-axis, positive above rotor (fig. 3)
P vortex strength






Fmunn 1.--Coordinates for vortex ring and table I.
&- dl (2)
r=da÷d 1
X0= (V sin a_--v)/.qR
= 1_ cos a/-qR
u_= t" cos a,/_?R








angle between tlight path and horizontal, positive
below horizontal
angle between axis of the wake and normal to
tip-path plane (fig. 3)
azimuth angle measured in XI'-plane between
radius vector {o a point and positive N-axis,
positive in going from positive ALaxis tO
positive }'-axis
anglda r velocity of rotor, radians/sec
values of l)a('k rotor of two rotors in tandem
values of front rotor of two rotors in tandem
values taken with respect to virtual axis of
rotation or to tip-path plane
ANALYSIS
VELOCITY INDUCED BY i VORTEX RING
It is shown in reference 4 (eh. VII, see. 161, p. 237) that
the stream funelion at. a point, P (fig. 1) in the, flow field of a
and K(r) and E(r) are the complete ellil)tic integrals of the
first and second kinds, respectively.
The flow field of a vortex ring is axially symmetric and
t]ms the axial and radial veloeit.y components v, and v, at a
point I', having an axial distance Zv from the plane of the
vortex ring and a radial distance Rp from the axis of sym-
inetry, are given by
1 d¢
v.= Re dRy, (3)
and
t d_
v'--R v dZp (4)
It, is shown in reference 3 that equations (3) and (4) may
by expressed as
F
v,= 2_ra'l---2_(AB + CD F) (5)
and
w]lere




C=d, + da (9)
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D-- _E(_) (10)
i-- T 2
(1+x-_+ zg--,t,d._ (1+ x)d,_- (1--&t,2
F= 1 o _ -- (11)
. x- 2xd, d2
w:
_\_ 8:J (12)
F'= z (1 1+2+z2"_• _ / (13)
and
x nondimensional radial dishmee of P from axis of vortex
ring, Rv/R
z nondimensional distance of P from plane of vortex ring,
taken positive in direction of _,_on ring axis, Zv/R
The values of _, and v_ given by equations (5) and (6)
become ind(,terminate for points on the vortex..ring axis
where x=0. In this case it follows from the symmetry of
the flow that the radial component of induced velo('ity is
zero, and the axial component of induced velo(.ity is Stlm_m
in reference 5 to ])e
1 ,
, - 1' p),..,] (16)(_)_=0: ,5-//;-[(1+
Numerical values of c,R/I', whieh is a non(|imensional
factor expressing the normal compon('nt of the induced
velocity _= in the vicinity of a vortex ring, are given ill. table
I. The table inehules a range of nondimensional axial dis-
tances of --4.2<z_<4.2 and of nondimensional radbI dis-
tanees of 0-<x<5.0. The increments of z at whi('h the
vahtes of c_R/F are given are suital)h, for mm_erieal integra-
tion by Simpson's rule. The tabulated values were ol)tained
by calculation or by interpolation as imli(,ated in the tM)le.
With the exeel)tion of those points which are (,lose to tl_e
circumference of the vortex ring, rite calculated wdues are
accurate to finn" places.
NORMAL COMPONENT OF INDUCED VELOCITY IN
VICINITY OF A LIFTING ROTOR
It is assumed in this report, as in references 1 aml 2, that
the rotor wake vortex distrilmtimt consists of a straight ellip-
tic cylinder formed by a mdform distribution of an infinite
number of vortex rings of infinitesimal stren.gth, lying in
planes parallel to the tip-path pla.ne and extending down
stream to infinity. The above-described vortex distrilmtion
is equivMent to a vortex sheet of m_.iform fin.ire sirength per
unit length dI'/dZ measured in the Z-direction. This sheet
forms a straight elliptic cylinder coinciding with the t)oundary
of the wake.
Within the limitations of the initial assumptions, it, amy
be shmxm from the results of references 1 and 2 that
d[' L)]?Cr P.tlCT
dZ--x_,(I__ 3 /.t 2) _"_X (1___ U2) (17)
where the subscript _ denotes values with respect to lip-path-
plane coordinates.
The increment of l,tle normal component of w,locity at a
point P in the vicinity of the rotor, induced by the wake
vortex rings within the distance from P covered by table I,
may thus be fmmd by graphi('al or numerical inte_'ation.
This increment constitutes about 95 percent of the tot.fl
value of the normal component a.t the center of the rotor
and a large part of the total value for most points within
the region considered in ibis paper.
The eon.tri])ution of the vortex rings beyond the range of
table I to the i_tdueed veh)city at P may thus t)e summed,
with small ca'or in the final result, by an approximate expres-
sion wlfi('h is integrabh'.
The value of the velocity potential A4,v at P due to a
closed vortex element of strength r is shown in reference 4
(oh. VH, sec. 150, p. 212) to be
I"
_¢_,=_- _ _0 (18)
where ca is the solid angle subtended at P by the closed
vortex element.
It. is a good approximation for those wake vortex rings
at distances from P beyond the range of taJ)le I that the
subtended solid angle at P is equa.1 to three times that volume
cut off the cone, determined by P a.nd the ring, 1)y a phme
which is pa, ra.llel to the phme of the ring aml which is located
a, refit distance from P. It follows tha, t
1 dl' zx_'Rdz
AOr _ 4 dZ (z2-l-x2) a/2 (19)
Consequently, the increment to the normal component of
velocity indu('ed at P by that portion of the wake extending
frmn the limit of tal)lc I, at z=z_, to z= _ may be obtained
fi.om the inte_'al
1 _¢,. [-b f_ldr zaadz 3. (2O)
Vt=-R _=L_ Jz "4 "(tZ (Z2"lf- X2)312_JZl
It is shown in reference 3 that equatiml (20) may be inte-
grated to obtain the value of Alz_ at, a point P having co-
ordinates x', y', and z' from the center of the rotor (see fig. 2)
and that the result is
(21)
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where
and
a=(x'--z' tan x)2+(y') -_ '(22)
b=--2*' tan x (23)
c = l + t.an-_X (24)
q=4¢tc--b e (25)
[X'=R @ b2"2 @ cz22 (26)
zo= zl-- z' (27)
For file point, P(0,0,0) the value of zXl.', given by equation
(21) becomes indetemfinate. It is possible, however, to
substitute the zero coordinates in the equation before inte-
grating. Doing so yields
1 dP a "
(aVdo.o,o- sL _gZ eos'x(3 cos=x-l) (2s)
The normal component of the induced velocity at any
point P(x', y', z') may thus be found in terms of dp/dZ by
adding the increment obtained from the numerical integra-
tion of the values induced by the wake vortex rings within




FmvR_ 2.--Nondimensional rotor coordinates,
In the present analysis where the rotor wake vortex dis-
tribution is approximated by a straight elliptic cylinder there
arises the question as to whether the wake angle shouht be
taken as that at the rotor or that in the ultimate wake,. As
the induced velodty distributions in the vicinity of the
rotor are more sensitive to changes in position of the adjacent
vortex eh'ments than to changes in position of the vortex
elements at the greater distances, the wake angle at the
rotor will t)e used in rite present analysis.
(__)/
"" .-Plone of zero feathering
I'1_ 7
_ > RZ/Z---- +I__ x
v-""" \
Ftc,,trR_, 3.--Geometry of wake.
It follmvs from figure 3 that, for x<90 °, or X_=X cos a_+
sin a_<0,
×=tan-' (-M_=tan-' (Xu)\, X_ ,/ -t-a, (29)
and, for x>90 °, or ;_,=X ces al-_U sill al>O,
In the above equations a_ is the eoeffleient of the cosine term
of the Fourier series fro' the blade flapping angle
fl=ao--at cos _b--bt sin _-- . . .
where ¢_is measured from the plane of zero feathering.
For x=90 °, equation (21) is indeterminant. However, by
replacing dF/dZ in equation (20) by its equivalent \&¥/tan
x after performing the indicated differentiation with respect
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to z, it can be shown that for this wake angle
(z')2[(z'y+ (z': [(z'f 4 x_21
(30
where the integral now covers the region fi'om x=xl to-
x= _ and
dF _ aR C.____LT_ _R Cr
dX 0
RESULTS
Tile results are presented in the form of tables and graphs
of the ratio of the normal component of the induced velocity
V_ at any point P(t_e,X/R or fie, Y/R), as in figure 3, to the
normal component of the induced velocity v at the center of
the rotor. It is shown in reference 2 that
1_aRC,, 1 _R CT
2 2
v_( 3 2) _-',. ,. _ ^ -t-l*
(32)
Consequently, the value of V_ at P may be e_sily computed
from the values of V/v in the tables and graphs.
Table II gives the values of V,/v for --3.2 __ .V/R<_ 3.2 and
tan _p=--h/, --Y4, 0, _i, and h/. Table /II gives the
values of V/v along the lateral axis of the tip-path plane.
Figvres 4(a) to 4(i) show the lines of constant values of
V/v in the longitudinal plane of symmetry for wake angles
having tangents of 0, _, }_, 1, 2, 4, ¢o, --4, and --2. Figures
5 and 6 show the variation of V/v with x for points on the
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(a) x=O°=tan -_ 0.
Fmua_ 4.--Lines of constant values of induced velocity ratio l,"_/v in longitudinal plane of symmetry.
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Figure 4.--Contimied.
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APPLICATION OF RESULTS
DETERMINATION OF MEAN VALUE OF NORNIAL COMPONENT OF INDUCED
VELOCITY OVER FRONT AND BACK ROTORS OF A TANDEM-ROTOR
HELICOPTER
Ma.king the approximation that the mean vahles of tile
induced velocity are the values at the centers of the respective
rotors, and being given the flight-path velocity, climb angle,
gross weight, filselage drag, filselage angle of atta.ck, thrust
and lip speed of the front and rear rotors, and the geometry
of the helicopter, the mean values of the induced velocities
may be found as follows:
The angles of attack _ of the _ip-path pla.nes of the








PIcd:R_ 6.--Induced velocity distributioI_S along Y-axis.
D/ C0S ¢c (3 3)
a,,=¢_" IV--D/sin q,_
_,vlteFe
¢_ angle between flighf_ paih and l)orizontal, positive below
horizontal
I) I drag of fuselage
W gross weight
Deilote values of the parameters of the front rotor by the
subserill{ F and of the back rotor by the subscript. /_. Then
(' 1;
_F= _;I cosa_ (34)
and
/zD_=: ( ' _':" ,; I cos c_0 (3 5)
._- ///
As a first approximation, the inlcrfercnce induced velocity
at the front rotor d_le to the thrust of tllc back rotor may be
neglected, Then
),,,__._(V" . v,,, (3G)(oR),,




_R _ 3 (3 7)
The value of XF may then be obtained h'om equation (29) er
(30). Wllen x, m., al, *'_-,and the geometry of the helicopter
_r(, known, the po,qition of the center of the rear rotor with
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respect to the front rotor can bc deternlined. Then the
norut.imertsional velocity V,/v induced at tile center of the
rear rotor, because of the thrust of the front rotor, may be
obtained by interpolation froin one of figures 4(a) to 4(i) for
the appropriate value of XF. The approximate value of
v_tota is then
vB,olaz=(V _/v)v_,+ v,, (3S)
where v9 can be obtained fi'om equation (32) or (37). The
approximate values of X,,D, x=, and, thus, the interference
induced velocity at the fi'ont rotor may be found to evaluate
v_.tot,,r In general, it will be necessary to iterate t'Rto,,a for
an accurate resnlt, because of the rapid varfiltion of the
interference induced velocity at the rear rotor with change
in the wake angle of the front rotor and with position of the
rear rotor with respect to the tip-path plane of the front
rotor.
For a tandem-rotor helicopter, having approximately
equally loaded rotors of eqnal size spaeed approximately 1
rotor diameter apart with small vertical offset and operating





_'_f/ #,.. (1 --_ u,,') (40)
DETERMINATION OF LONGITUDINAL VARIATION OF NORMAL COMPO-
NENT OF INDUCED VELOCITY OVER FRONT AND BACK ROTORS OF A
TANDEM-ROTOR HELICOPTER
If the normal component I'_ of the induced velocity at
P(r,¢) on the rotor disk is approximated by the expression
"Vt __ V
fir ._-R+Yr sin _b+wr cos _b (41)
it may be sho_m from the results given in reference 2 ttmt,
for a single rotor,
w_ -- l-- 1.8uo 2 9.I_ (42)
The increments in w arising from |he second rotor of a
taiMem-rotor helicopter, to be added to the wflues given by
equation (42) for the front and rear rotors, may be obtained
in the general ease from the values of I'dc from the fi_lres
at r=0.75 and ¢=0 and rr on the respective rotors. Thus,
[(vq ° (43)
AW=--l\V/_=, \v]_=_ ]3fir
I- r =0.75 r=0.75.J
For high-speed, flight and smnl] overlaps between the rotor
disks
and, with less accuracy,
1 v. (44)5w_ _ g ft-R
1 /)F
AWB _4 .qR (45)
DETERMINATION OF INDUCED FLOW ANGLE
AT A HORIZONTAL TAIL PLANE
_]wn the values of a_, "v/P,R, x, and ay for tlt(, rotor or rotors
in question have been determined and when the helicopter
flight condition under consideration is known, the geometric
position, and thus the vahles of Z/R and X/R, of the hori-
zontal tail plane may be calculated and the vMue or values
of V_fl,, foimd from tile figures. Then the induced angle
oe,t_t at. the tail plane is approxinla.tely
Otitait _ "Wr COS fit"
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
The assumption tlmt the planes of the wake vortex rings
remain parallel to the tip-path plane is the only one of the
various initial assuml)tions as lo the wake distribution of
vorticity which appears likely to affect the engineering
accuracy of these results at the higher flight speeds. It is
th., opinion of the senior author that the present, investiga-
tion and that of reference 1 indicate that the planes of the
wake vortex rings niust be tilted to the rear as they leave
the rotor, possibly approaching a lilt angle in the ultimate
wake of half the wake angle x. The quantitative effects of
such a tilting of the wake vortex rings may not. be large, as
the increments of the radial components of the induced
velocity introduced because of the tilt of the wake vortex
rings will lend to compensate for the decrease in the normal
component.
For the lower speed flight conditions the initial assump-
tions as to the wake distribution of vorticity are compatible
only with the assumption that the generating rotor is lightly
loaded and has blades with constant circulation along the
radii. Caution should therefore be exereise(t in applying
the results of this analysis to points on or close to the disk
of a specific rotor which is operating at. the lower flight-path
velocities.
At tile center of the rotor, where the values of the induced
velocity calculated by tile method presented in this report.
couhl be compared with the values obtained from tile exact
integral, lhe error was in every ease less than 1 percent.
t{owevcr, for those points in the flow fiehl thai lie ('lose to
Ihe wake vortex sheet, there are irregularities in the tabulated
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values of Vi/v caused by difficulties with the interpolations
in the table of the values of the normal component of the
induced velocity for the reflex rings.
It should be noted that the present, analysis neglects the
effects of the lateral dissymmetry of the blade-bound vortices
aml the consequent lateral dissymmetry of the wake vortex
elements which occur in forward flight. Numerical cal-
eulatlons show that the effects of these lateral dissymmetries
on the induced velocity distributions are small at points
of interest outside the boundaries of the rotor disk or wake
but should be taken into account in computing the longi-
tndinal and lateral distributions across the rotor disk. The
flrst-order effects of the lateral variation in the strength
of the blade-bomld vortices are accounted for by equation
(42) and the first-order effects of the lateral variation in the
strength of the wake vortices may be taken into account
by use of a value of
v y
in equation (41).
In order to construct figures 4 to 6 it: was necessary to
compute a large number of values of Vi/v in addition to
those listed in table 1I. However, as these additional points
were at scattered locations, and consequently of little use
for any other purpose, they have been omit[ed from this
report.
Since the wake angles of the rotors of helicopters oper-
ating in the upper half of their speed range fall in a narrow
band between 80 ° and 85 °, it would be useful to have the
induced velocity distrihution for a wake angle of, say, 82 °.
However, investigation showed that in order to obtain
sufficiently accurate values for this wake angle it would
first bc necessary to compute a large number of additional
values of the induced velocity of the vortex ring for the
region within two-tenths of a ring radius from the periphery
of the ring. The computations for the 82 ° wake angle were
therefore too lengthy for the results to be im'luded in the
present, report.
It. appears from the results of this investigation that the
interference induced velocity at the rear rotor of a tandem-
rotor helicopter in high-speed flight, due to the thrust of
the front rotor, is of the same order of magnitude and of the
same sign as the self-induce(| Velocity. Consequently, the
interference induced velocity should be taken into account
in longitudinal stability calculations and in computing the
equilibrium values of the mean blade angle and torque
coefficients. The interference induced velocity at the front
rotor of a tandem-rotor helicopter in high-speed flight is
of the order of 7 percent of the self-induced velocity and
is opposite in sign.
The longitudinal gradient of the interference induced
velocities at. both rotors of a tandem-rotor helicopter in
high-speed flight is of opposite sign to the longitudina.1
gradients of the self-induced velocities and, consequently,
will have the effect of reducing the required equilibrium
values of b_, the coefficient of the sine component of the
flapping angle.
For side-by-side-rotor helicopters in high-speed flight _tte
mean values of the interference indueed velocities are of the
order of 15 percent of the self-induced velocities and are
opposite in sign. The lateral gradients of the mutual inter-
ferenee induced wlocities are large for the adjacent portions
of the rotors. These large gradients may cause early tip
stall if the rotor rotation is suett that t}te retreating blades
are in this adjacent rotor position.
The normal component of the induced velocity inside the
wake of a helieopt.er rotor in high-speed flight appears to
rea(.h its maximum and finul value of al)out twice the value
at the center of the rotor at a distance of about 1 rotor radius
downstream from the center of the rotor. For hovering and
the lower forward speeds the induced vdoeity inside the
wake reaches its final "value of about twice that at the center
of the rotor at a distance of about 2 rotor radii downstream.
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOC_Y,
ATLANTA, GA., August 11, 1952.
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INDUCED FLOW" IN THE VICINITY OF A LIFTING ROTOR ] 3
TABLE I
NONDIMENSIONAL VALUES OF NORMAL COMPONENT OF INDUCED VELOCITY IN VICINITY OF A VORTEX RING








x=0 z=0.5 z=0.0 x= l.2





























O. 6228 O. 7053
• 0025 .671l
• 5494 .5881 I
• 4098 .4034 .1550
.2911 .2735 .1201
• 2076 .1919 .0956
• 1,508 .1391 .0768
• 0969 , o9oo [ , o56o
• 0647 .0608 , .0415
• 0357 .0341 I .0259
• 0213 .0206 I .0197 ! ._ .01¢_i
• 0106 ,0104 .0101 [ ,_ .0091






















































































































02.38 --.0208 --. 018
0181 --.0163 --.014
0119 --.0115 --.010
0059 --.0062 --. 006
0006 --.0016 --. 002
0031 .0021 ,001
00,52 .0043 .003











































i 1.3 --. 0036
1.6 --.0012



































--0.0097 --0. 0086 --0. 0077
--. 0096 --. 0085 --. 0070
--. 0095 --. 0084 --. 0075
--. 0089 --. 0079 --. 0072
--. 0079 --, 0071 --. 0065
--,0065 --. 0061 --. 0056
--. 0054 --. 0050 --. 0047
--. 0036 --. 0034 --. 0032
--. 0018 --.0019 --, 0019
•O001 --. 0001 --. 0003
• 0013 .0010 .0008
• 0017 .0016 .0014

















x=3.5 I z=3.6 x=3.7 x=3.8 '_
(b) } (b) (b) (b)













-. 0053 -. 0049
-. 0052 -. o048
-. 0051 -. 0047
-. 0046 --. 0043
--, 0041 --. 0039
--. 0036 --. 0034
--, 0027 --. 0026
--.0010 --. 0019























































































































































































• Values obtained by calculation, b Values obtained by Interpolation.
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TABLE II
NONDIMENSIONAI, VALUES OF NORMAL COMPONENT OF
INDUCED VELOCITY IN LONGITUDINAL PLANE OF
SYMMETRY OF A LIFTING ROTOR FOR x<90 °
[For flight conditions for which x'>O0 _ and a developed wake exists, values of V',/v f,_r (x,








































Vi/v for valne_ of tan fie of--
ATR !























O. 001 --0. O10
• O12 --. 027
.026 -.0t6




































Value of l'i/v changes 2.000 unils in passing through boundary of wake. Valttes are axially
symmetric about rotor axis and antisymmetric about tip-Dath plane; vahles about whtcfl
i a Ithey arc a ltlsymmelrlc, re 1.o00 for ,X',R <l and 0 for X R >1.
b Value of ['_[v changes 1.940 units in passing through boundary of wake.
TABLE II.--Contimwd
NONDIMENSIONAL VALUES OF NORMAL COMPONENT OF
INDUCED VELOCITY IN LONGITUDINAL PLANE OF
SYMMETRY OF A LIFTING ROTOR FOR ×<=90 °











































































1"ill: for x,'a]lleS of tan Br of- -













































































I ]l"_"for valHl's Of t;UI tip Of--
I o I
X=63.43 ° (tan X=2)
(e)
--3. 2O -0, 008
-o,5
-. 020
, 124• 5501. noo
• 40 1. t60
t. 886t_ 2 022
_:60 2:030














































c Value of l')'d, changes 1.789 units In p:kc,sing through t)oundary of wake•
d Vahle of I'JV changes 1,414 units in passing lhrollgh l)oundary of wake.
, Value of l'J_ changes 0,_94 I/lilts in passing through boundary of wake.
INDUCED FLOW IN THE VICINITY _ A LIFTING ROTOR
TABI, E II.--Concludcd
NONDIMENSIONAL VALUES OF NORMAL COMPONENT OF
INDUCED VELOCITY IN LONGITUDINAL PLANE OF
SYMMETRY OF A LIFTING ROTOR FOR x_O0 °
X]R
l_/v for values of tan _Sv of--
o









































--. 072 --. 065
--. 124 --. 101
--. 309 --. 213
• 166 --. 193
• 675 ............
1.000 1. 000
1. 325 1. 165




















I3-/v for v_dues of tan Ov or--




-- 2. O0 --, 035 --. 060
-- l, 60 --, 052 --. 097
--1.20 --, 076 --. 182
--1.00 ............ ,............
--. _ --. 010 --. 057
--, 40 .414 .519
0 1.000 1,000
.40 I. 193 I. 312
• _0 1. 266 I, 664
1.20 1. 046 1,602
1.60 . 804 1,354
2. 00 . 619 1. I75















r Value of V/v changes 0.485 units in passing through boundary of wake.
g Valucs of I_]t: are symmetric about tip- ruth phme; for Be 4) thcy are antl-
symmct ric abou t the value 1 at .'_- 9. Values for Be=O obtained by extrapolation.
TABLE III
NONDIMENSIONAL VALUES OF NORMAL COMPONENT OF































1. 000 1. O00
1.000 1.000
-. 702 -1.071
--.548 -.603
--.319 --.401
--.239 --,256
--.119 --.144
--.041 --.049
i
1. 000
1.000
• 978
• 904
-- I. 399
--. 800
--. 428
--. 281
--, 154
--. 053
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